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### Abstract

Advanced Persistence Threat (APT) attacks use various strategies and techniques to move laterally within an enterprise environment; however, the existing strategies and techniques have limitations such as requiring elevated permissions, creating new connections, performing new authentications, or requiring process injections. Based on these characteristics, many host and network-based solutions have been proposed to prevent or detect such lateral movement attempts. In this paper, we present a novel stealthy lateral movement strategy, ShadowMove, in which only established connections between systems in an enterprise network are misused for lateral movements. It has a set of unique features such as requiring no elevated privilege, no new connection, no extra authentication, and no process injection, which makes it stealthy against state-of-the-art detection mechanisms. ShadowMove is enabled by a novel *socket duplication* approach that allows a malicious process to silently abuse TCP connections established by benign processes. We design and implement ShadowMove for current Windows and Linux operating systems. To validate the feasibility of ShadowMove, we build several prototypes that successfully hijack three kinds of enterprise protocols, FTP, Microsoft SQL, and Window Remote Management, to perform lateral movement actions such as copying malware to the next target machine and launching malware on the target machine. We also confirm that our prototypes cannot be detected by existing host and network-based solutions, such as five top-notch anti-virus products (McAfee, Norton, Webroot, Bitdefender, and Windows Defender), four IDSes (Snort, OSSEC, Osquery, and Wazuh), and two Endpoint Detection and Response systems (CrowdStrike Falcon Prevent and Cisco AMP).

### 1 Introduction

Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) are sophisticated, well-planned, and multistep cyber attacks against high profile targets such as government agencies or large enterprises. Such attacks are conducted by groups of well-resourced knowledgeable attackers (such as Lazarus or APT38) and cost companies and government agencies billions of dollars in financial losses per year [28].

APT attackers commonly use spearphishing or watering hole attacks to find a foothold within target networks. Once they entered the target networks, they cautiously use the compromised systems as stepping stones to reach other systems until they get access to the critical systems, such as file server containing confidential documents, buried deep inside the networks; this incremental movement toward the critical systems is called lateral movement.

Lateral movement can be achieved in a number of ways. Attackers can exploit vulnerabilities in network services, such as SMB or RDP, to laterally move across networks. However, due to advances in defense mechanisms, finding such vulnerabilities and successfully exploiting them without being detected has become increasingly difficult. Alternatively, attackers can harvest user credentials from compromised systems and reuse such credentials to perform lateral movement (e.g., credential dumping [43], pass-the-hash, or pass-the-ticket [24–26, 37, 38]). However, this approach requires new network connections to be created and thus can be detected by network-level defenses if the new connection deviates from the normal communication pattern among legitimate systems [34, 35, 51]. Using another approach, adversaries can employ hijacking attacks that modify a legitimate client in order to reuse its connection for lateral movement (e.g., by patching a SSH client to communicate with the SSH server without knowing the password [19]). However, such attacks are application- and protocol-specific and require process injection; they are hard to implement and prone to detection as existing host-based defensive solutions (e.g., Windows Defender ATP [48]) recognize various process injection techniques.

In this paper, we present a novel lateral movement strategy, called ShadowMove, which enables APT attackers to move stealthily among the systems in enterprise networks without being discovered by existing host-level and network-level defensive mechanisms as demonstrated in Section 5. We assume that attackers want to avoid exploiting vulnerabilities in re-
mote services during their operation to reduce the chance of being exposed by intrusion detection systems (IDSes). In this attack scenario, attackers passively observe communication dynamics of the compromised systems to gradually construct their model of normal behaviors in the target network and utilize this model to choose the next victim system. Moreover, to make the attack even stealthier, attackers restrict themselves to only reuse established connections. Many application protocols such as WinRM (Windows Remote Management) and FTP allow users to perform some operations on the remote server. Attackers inject their own commands in the command streams of such protocols to achieve their goal. For example, attackers can execute a program remotely by injecting commands in an established WinRM session (Section 4.4), or they can inspect the file system on the remote system by injecting FTP commands in an established FTP connection (Section 4.2).

ShadowMove does not use any code in benign client processes to inject fabricated commands. Instead, it employs a novel technique to secretly duplicate sockets owned by legitimate clients and injects commands through such stolen sockets (Section 3.4). By doing so, no new connection will be created and no new authentication will be performed as the injected commands are interpreted in the context of already established sessions; this means that the attacker does not need to pass any authentication.

In this work, we show how an attacker can implement such an attack on a typical enterprise network. To this end, we develop a prototype system that can hijack existing TCP connections established by an FTP client (Section 4.2), a Microsoft SQL client (Section 4.3), and a WinRM client (Section 4.4) running under the same user account as our prototype and without any elevated privileges. We also present a Prolog-based planner that an attacker can utilize to systematically plan for lateral movement by hijacking available connections. In this way, the attacker can reach the critical systems significantly stealthier than existing attack scenarios. We discuss the technical challenges on how attackers can inject their packets that conform to the protocol running over an established TCP connection and be acceptable to the server on the other end of the connection.

We summarize our contributions as follows:

- We present a new class of lateral movements which is completely undetectable by existing network and host-based defensive solutions including IDSes, Antivirus, and EDR (Endpoint Detection and Response) systems.
- We propose a novel socket duplication technique that enables attackers to reuse connections established by other processes on a compromised system. We, then, develop a lateral movement framework on top of this technique.
- We demonstrate the feasibility of our idea by building a prototype system on Windows 10 that successfully hijacks FTP, TDS (used by Microsoft SQL Server), and WinRM connections for lateral movements. This Windows prototype demonstrates all features of ShadowMove, requiring no elevated privilege, no new connection, no extra authentication, and no process injection. We also build a prototype that successfully hijacks FTP on Ubuntu 18.04 without requiring elevated privilege, new connections, or extra authentication. However, the design is not as stealthy as its Windows counterpart because it relies on process injection and requires stronger assumptions about the attacker (Section 3.4.3).
- We experimentally confirm that our prototypes can evade the detection of five top-notch anti-virus products (McAfee, Norton, Webroot, Bitdefender, and Windows Defender), four IDSes (Snort, OSSEC, Osquery, and Wazuh), and two emerging Endpoint Detection and Response systems: CrowdStrike Falcon Prevent and Cisco AMP. It is important to point out that CrowdStrike Falcon Prevent is known to detect lateral movements.

The result of our study calls for a revisit of enterprise protocols in terms of their susceptibility to hijacking attacks.

## 2 ShadowMove Approach

The basic idea of ShadowMove is to reuse established and legitimate connections to laterally move within the compromised network. As shown in Figure 1, ShadowMove works in three main steps: first, it silently duplicates a socket used by a legitimate client application to communicate with a server application; second, it uses the duplicated socket to inject packets in the existing TCP session between the client and the server; third, the server handles the injected packets and unintentionally saves and/or launches a new instance of ShadowMove. As a result of these steps, an attacker stealthily moves from the client machine to the server machine.

Since ShadowMove restricts itself to reuse established connections to neighboring systems, it can ensure intrusion detection systems that raise alarms for unexpected connections cannot detect its operation. Moreover, by doing so, the attack can bypass the authentication phase required for establishing a new connection. ShadowMove attack is noteworthy from both a host security perspective and a network security perspective: at the host level, ShadowMove abuses resources owned by a victim process (i.e., established and authenticated network connections); on the other hand, because what ShadowMove abuses are sockets, its attack actions extend to the network level, by blending malicious network traffic with
benign network traffic.

2.1 Fundamental Weaknesses Exploited by ShadowMove

Two fundamental weaknesses in the existing computing environment enable ShadowMove attacks. The first weakness stems from the two conflicting but essential requirements, namely process isolation and resource sharing, in commodity operating systems such as GNU Linux and Microsoft Windows. The next weakness arises from the fact that many of the existing networking protocols lack proper built-in message origin integrity validation mechanisms, which makes them susceptible to message injection attacks.

Process isolation and process (resource) sharing are conflicting requirements. A process has a virtual address space, open handles to system objects, and other attributes. All processes in an operating system must be protected from each other’s activities, for reliability and security reasons [52]. The protection mechanism of a modern OS isolates the access to different kinds of resources (e.g., CPU, memory, and I/O devices) among processes. For example, memory isolation puts each process into its own “address space”. On the other hand, modern OSes support sharing among processes because sharing of data/resources can be useful. Take socket sharing for example, one process first creates sockets and establishes connections, then it hands off those sockets to other processes that will be in charge of information exchange through those sockets. However, sharing among processes has risks, so it has to be carefully controlled. Modern OSes assume that processes that share resources trust each other by setting up appropriate security policies to control the access to shared objects, to ensure the safety of such sharing (e.g., [36]).

Unfortunately, the default access control policy of commodity OSes suffers from wrong assumptions about process trust relationship. For example, the built-in Windows security policy allows processes by the same user to share their open handles to resources, and the built-in Linux policy allows a parent process to access memory of a child process through ptrace [3]. These default allow policies assume a trust relationship among processes of the same user or between a parent process and a child process, which is not realistic in today’s computing environments. As a result, such default allow policies can be abused by an attacker. In this paper, we present a concrete example, socket duplication attack, which enables a malicious process to impersonate a legitimate process in the interaction with an external entity over the network.

Another underlying problem that enables ShadowMove is the lack of proper message origin integrity checks in many application protocols such as FTP and TDS (for MS SQL). As a result, endpoints cannot verify the origins of the messages to ensure that the messages are not interleaved by malicious actors. An attacker who duplicated a socket can interject a request in between requests of a client and mislead the server to think the original client sent it, thus processing the request.

We can divide application protocols into three categories with regard to enforcing message origin integrity:

- **No origin integrity enforcement.** Such protocols do not have any built-in mechanisms that enable the server to check the origin integrity of the received messages, so any proper message that conforms with the protocol is accepted by the server. They are susceptible to ShadowMove attacks and one representative protocol is FTP.

- **Inadequate origin integrity enforcement.** In these protocols, the server generates a random nonce for the client to use along with its requests, and the server uses this nonce to validate the origin of received requests. Unfortunately, these protocols are not safe against ShadowMove because the attacker can wait for the client to create new connections and listen to the response from the server to learn the nonce. One representative protocol is WinRM.

- **Adequate origin integrity enforcement.** In these protocols, part of the information needed for validating origin integrity is generated by the client and not by the server. In this case, there is no way an attacker can learn that piece of information by listening to server response. These protocols are immune to ShadowMove and one representative protocol is SSL.

2.2 Threat Model

We assume that attackers have established a foothold on a victim system under a normal user’s privilege, and they want to make a lateral movement towards the critical asset(s). The attackers have to run malware to achieve this. We assume that the victim process whose TCP connection is going to be hijacked is not aware of the malware process.

**Demonstration Scenario** We use an Employee Self-service Application of a company as an example. This is a typical multi-tier enterprise application that can be accessed from a browser. Below is the description of the components of such a system:

- **Employee desktop computers**, which run the web client. Some employees are IT personnel at the same time, and they need to occasionally push content to the application server, so their computers have file copying tools (such as FTP) installed.

- **Application server**, which runs many applications such as payroll, stock, health insurance, retirement plan, and travel.

- **Database server**, which stores personnel information such as DOB, SSN, contact info, and salary, and is accessed by the application server.

In this example, attackers landed on an employee desktop (via spearphishing), and this employee happens to be an IT personnel. The critical assets that the attackers go after is employee information stored on the database server. Therefore, attackers need to move from the desktop to the application server then to the database server. Moreover, they need to have some tool persist on the database server in order to get daily reports about updates to employee records.
Figure 2: ShadowMove Architecture

To move from the desktop to the application server, the attacker can leverage the FTP connection (see Section 4.2) to copy a piece of malware to the application server and wait for the malware to be executed. For example, it is common that an application server can run an external program (e.g., data processing app implemented in C) in a path specified in a configuration file [4]. The configuration file may contain “commandname = C: \users\alluser\appdata\updater\dpanalyzer.exe” and based on this the application server executes dpanalyzer.exe once some relevant event is triggered. To keep the application server up to date, an IT personnel is authorized to copy files to the application server in order to update dpanalyzer.exe. Under this circumstance, the attacker can leverage the FTP connection to copy a piece of malware to the application server to replace the legitimate dpanalyzer.exe and then wait for the malware to be executed by the application server. The attacker can get the configuration file’s content via the same FTP connection.

When the malware is launched on the application server (e.g., as dpanalyzer.exe), it can leverage the database connection (such as Microsoft SQL discussed in Section 4.3) between the application server and the database server to copy and launch further malware on the database server.

3 ShadowMove Architecture and Design

Figure 2 depicts the overall architecture of ShadowMove, which consists of six major modules: Connection Detector, Socket Duplicator, Peer Handler, Network View Manager, Lateral Movement Planner, and Plan Actuator.

Central to the ShadowMove design is the notion of Network View, which represents a model of the normal network communication pattern in the victim environment, collectively maintained by ShadowMove instances running on different victim systems. Figure 6 gives an example network view. Each ShadowMove instance maintains two views: the local view is based on the current connections in the local system, and the global view is constructed by exchanging and propagating information among ShadowMove instances.

The Connection Detector module (Section 3.1) is responsible for detecting newly-established TCP connections that can be exploited for lateral movement and requesting the Socket Duplicator to duplicate the corresponding socket. It also detects the teardown of TCP connections and notifies the Network View Manager.

The Socket Duplicator (Section 3.4) duplicates sockets owned by target processes and passes along such sockets to its caller together with additional contextual information such as the PIDs of the owner processes.

The Peer Handler (Section 3.2) communicates with neighboring ShadowMove instances to synchronize their views of the compromised network. On one hand, it updates the Network View Manager with information learned from its peers (e.g., newly discovered hosts); on the other hand, it sends the network view of the local ShadowMove instance to its remote peers.

The Network View Manager (Section 3.3) combines a few methods to maintain a global view of the victim network, based on notifications from the Connection Detector and the Peer Handler. It also determines the service type supported by each duplicated socket and maintains the liveness of the duplicated sockets.

Periodically, the Lateral Movement Planner (Section 3.5) creates a lateral movement plan based on the current network view and the capabilities supported by the duplicated sockets. The plan specifies the socket that must be used, the type of action that must be carried out, and the payload.

Finally, the Plan Actuators (Section 3.6) execute individual steps in a lateral movement plan, such as transferring a file to the remote server, by sending packets to and/or receiving packets from the given sockets.

3.1 ShadowMove Connection Detector

Two approaches exist for detecting and tracking TCP connections. First, we can periodically poll TCP connection information and compare the returned information with the result of the previous call. This approach is used by tools such as TCPView on Windows. A second approach is event-driven in which we register an event handler for the creation or teardown of connections. In Windows OS, one can get information about connection state changes by creating a WMI (Windows Management Instrumentation) filter and registering a WMI event consumer [57]. However, registering a WMI event consumer requires administrative privilege.

As a result, we choose the first approach. By calling GetTcpTable2 and GetTcp6Table2 on Windows, or by running the command netstat -ntp on Linux, the Connection Detector can get basic information about TCP connections, such as connection state, local IP address, local port, remote IP address, remote port, and the ID of the owner process [42]. From the process ID it can further get the process name. When the Connection Detector observes a connection state change from non-ESTABLISHED to ESTABLISHED, it invokes the Socket Duplicator about the new TCP connection and then notifies the Network View Manager to add the duplicated socket into the pool. On the other hand, when it...
observes a connection state change from ESTABLISHED to non-ESTABLISHED, it notifies the Network View Manager to remove a duplicated socket from the pool because the associated TCP connection becomes unusable. The notification message contains basic information of the TCP connection and the owner process name.

On Windows, the Connection Detector does some simple filtering of TCP connections before it notifies the Socket Duplicator or the Network View Manager. Specifically, it checks whether the ShadowMove process has enough permission to open the owner process of a TCP connection with PROCESS_DUP_HANDLE access flag, and it skips those connections for which the ShadowMove process does not have enough permission.

### 3.2 Peer Handler

The Peer Handler module enables ShadowMove instances to share their views of the compromised network with their neighboring ShadowMove instances. Each instance \(I\) uses the shared information to construct a global view of accessible systems via already-compromised systems. The Peer Handler module is executed in a separate worker thread.

Upon execution, the Peer Handler attempts to locate a configuration file in the working directory of \(I\). This file contains information about the TCP connection that was used to move \(I\) to the current system. ShadowMove then determines the corresponding server process and the socket that were misused by the predecessor ShadowMove instance. It duplicates this socket by calling the Socket Duplicator module and then continuously listens to the incoming traffic of the duplicated socket.

As shown in Figure 3, on a regular basis, the predecessor ShadowMove suspends the client process and then sends a special request to the remote server. Upon receiving this “signal” message, the successor ShadowMove suspends the server process. Then these two ShadowMove instances can synchronize their knowledge about the network using a protocol similar to the distance vector routing protocol [56].

### 3.3 Network View Manager

This module maintains a global view of the victim network based on information received from the Connection Detector and the Peer Handler.

It manages the Duplicated Socket Pool and keeps a tuple \(<\text{connection state}, \text{local IP address}, \text{local port}, \text{remote IP address}, \text{remote port}, \text{service type}, \text{owner PID}, \text{owner process name}>\) for each socket in the pool. Most of these fields are passed in by the Connection Detector, except for service type (or protocol), which it determines in a sub-module called Layer 7 Protocol Detector by combing a few methods. First, it guesses from the destination port because many services run behind well-known default ports [11], e.g., the default port number for FTP is 21. Second, it guesses from the owner processes if they are well-known client-side tools for some services, e.g., ssms.exe or the Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio is a client of SQL server. Finally, if the port number and the owner process information are not sufficient for a reliable guess, it passively sniffs the network traffic by calling the recv API on each socket and setting the MSG_PEEK flag. Then it analyzes the received payload to recognize the application-level protocol, leveraging existing protocol analysis techniques such as automatic protocol detection feature in Suricata [55].

Based on the Duplicated Socket Pool, the Network View Manager computes a local view, which can be represented by several predicates shown in Table 2: a system predicate defines the IP address of a host, and a connected predicate defines connections between two systems. When it receives notifications from the Peer Handler, which are system and connected predicates shared by the neighbors, it updates its global view by merging the predicates into its local view.

It is worth noting that, in Windows, closing a socket does not always entail in TCP connection termination handshake. The termination handshake occurs only when the last socket descriptor is closed. As a result the connections will remain open even if owner processes close their sockets. However, a TCP connection may be not usable because of several reasons such as network failure, remote process crash, or connection inactivity timeout. To prevent connection inactivity timeout to occur, the Network View Manager sets the SO_KEEPALIVE flag for all duplicated sockets using setsockopt API function; by doing so, keep-alive packets will be sent through these connections automatically.

### 3.4 ShadowMove Socket Duplicator

The Socket Duplicator duplicates sockets associated with given TCP connections when it receives a request from the Connection Detector or the Peer Handler. The underlying idea of our approach is to duplicate the socket inside the target process and to use the resulting socket to secretly access the established TCP connection.

#### 3.4.1 Socket Duplication on Windows

On Windows, one can call DuplicateHandle API to duplicate different types of handles from a remote process. However, as mentioned in DuplicateHandle documentation [40], this function cannot be used to duplicate sockets.

Although Windows offers an API named WSADuplicateSocket to duplicate a socket, we cannot directly use this function as it requires cooperation
between the processes. As mentioned in [41], a typical scenario of using this function goes as follows. A source process creates a socket and wants to share it with a destination process. First, the source process calls WSADuplicateSocket to get a special WSAPROTOCOL_INFO structure. This info structure is given to the destination process via inter-process communication (IPC) mechanism. The destination process passes the info structure to WSASocket to reconstruct the socket on its side. The main challenge in this approach (i.e., using WSADuplicateSocket) is that both processes must cooperate with each other to duplicate a socket, which is not the case in our scenario where the attacker wants to duplicate a socket from an unwary victim process. One way to address this issue is to inject code into the victim process to implement the missing steps due to a lack of cooperation. However, existing defense mechanisms such as Windows Defender ATP flag usages of common process injection techniques [48], which makes the solution less attractive.

We devised a novel technique, by using Windows APIs in an unconventional way, that enables an attacker process to duplicate a socket from a target process without requiring its cooperation. Table 1 depicts the steps that the attacker process performs to duplicate a socket from a target process, assuming it knows the process ID of the target, thanks to real-time connection detection (Section 3.1). First, it opens the target process by using OpenProcess to enumerate all of the open handles in the target. The attacker process only seeks for file handles with the name of \device\afd (steps 3-5, and afd stands for ancillary function driver). During this operation, the attacker process duplicates all file handles as it is required for reading the name of a handle. We discover that the attacker process could treat these duplicated afd handles as sockets. To locate the exact socket corresponding to a TCP connection, the attacker process obtains the remote IP address and remote port to which the afd handle of socket is connected (by invoking getpeername) and compares them with the information passed in by the Connection Detector. If there is a match, the attacker process passes the afd handle to WSADuplicateSocketW to obtain the information necessary for duplication of the original socket. After obtaining the protocol info structure, the attacker process calls the WSASocketW function to duplicate the socket. This socket is then saved in the Duplicated Socket Pool together with context information such as the owner PID, the owner process name, local IP address, local port, remote IP address, and remote port.

It is also worth noting that on Windows, the TCP connection tables for IPv4/6 only contain information about the original socket descriptors not the duplicated ones and the owner PID of a socket descriptor will never change even after the termination of the owner process. This means that conventional tools such as netstat, which rely on Windows APIs to retrieve TCP connection tables, cannot be used to detect whether a connection is duplicated and nor its duplicators.

3.4.2 Deep Dive into Socket Duplication on Windows

To understand why ShadowMove’s socket duplication works, it is necessary to first understand socket context. The winsock2 libraries maintain socket context for each socket handle in a number of data structures at different layers ([58] and Figure 4). Inside WS2_32.dll, there is a hash table called sm_context_table, which maps a socket handle to a DSOCKET object that stores information about the socket such as the process and service provider. At the next layer, mswsock.dll (a service provider), there is another hash table called SocketContextTable, which maps a socket handle to a SOCKET_INFORMATION object, which stores information such as socket state, reference count, local address, and remote address. Every user-level operation on the socket, such as connect, send, and recv, has to refer to and may change the socket context (e.g., the remote address and the reference count). Moreover, such context information including the hash tables is maintained for each process. The kernel side of socket functionality, which is the ancillary function driver or AFD.sys, also maintains socket context information (e.g., local address and remote address), which is necessary for the kernel driver to eventually construct network packets.

What happens during normal socket sharing via WSADuplicateSocket. The normal socket sharing on Windows [40] involves three steps, as illustrated in Figure 4. When the source process invokes WSASocket to create a new socket, it does three things [58]: (1) calling NtCreateFile to get a socket handle (e.g., Handle 1), (2) creating a new SOCKET_INFORMATION object for Handle 1, and (3) calling NtDeviceIoControlFile to set the kernel side context information of Handle 1. Next, when the source process invokes WSADuplicateSocket to share Handle 1 with the destination process, it first creates a duplicate of Handle 1 (e.g., Handle 2), and then puts Handle 2 in the dwProviderReserved field of a WSAPROTOCOL_INFO structure to be shared with the destination process [59]. When the destination process invokes WSASocket with the WSAPROTOCOL_INFO structure as one parameter, WSASocket extracts Handle 2 from the dwProviderReserved field and uses it to call NtDeviceIoControlFile to get the kernel side context information; once this is done, it uses the obtained information to construct an SOCKET_INFORMATION object for Handle 2, which makes Handle 2 a functional socket handle.

What happens during ShadowMove’s socket hijacking (Table 1). Using the same scenario above, our ShadowMove attack can secretly share the socket with handle Handle 1 without the cooperation of the source process. ShadowMove also uses a combination of WSADuplicateSocket and WSASocket, but it does one more step as preparation: it first creates a duplicate of Handle 1 by calling NtDuplicateObject; this is necessary because Handle 1 is in the address space of the source process so ShadowMove cannot directly operate on it, but ShadowMove can directly use the duplicate handle (e.g., Handle 1’) because
Table 1: ShadowMove Socket Duplication Given Owner Process ID, Remote IP, and Remote Port Number

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Kernel/ntdll Functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Open the owner process with PROCESS_DUP_HANDLE</td>
<td>OpenProcess(PROCESS_DUP_HANDLE, , pid)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Foreach handle with type 0x24 (file)</td>
<td>NtQuerySystemInformation(SystemHandleInformation, ...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Duplicate the handle</td>
<td>NtDuplicateObject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Retrieve its names</td>
<td>NtQueryObject(ObjectNameInformation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Skip if the name is not \device\afd</td>
<td>getpeername(handle, ...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Obtain remote IP and remote port number</td>
<td>WSADuplicateSocketW(handle, ...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Skip if remote IP and port do not match the input parameters</td>
<td>WSASocketW(WSAPROTOCOL_INFO, ...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Call WSADuplicateSocketW to get a special</td>
<td>recv(), send()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Create a duplicate socket</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Use the socket</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

it is created in the context of ShadowMove. Next, ShadowMove invokes WSADuplicateSocket to share Handle 1’ with itself. As a result, Handle 2 is created and put in the dwProviderReserved field of the WSAPROTOCOL_INFO structure. Finally, ShadowMove invokes WSASocket with the WSAPROTOCOL_INFO structure as one parameter, in order to make Handle 2 a functional socket handle. Here since WSADuplicateSocket and WSASocket are invoked in the same process (i.e., ShadowMove), there is no need to pass WSAPROTOCOL_INFO structure across processes.

3.4.3 Socket Duplication on Linux

Our design of socket duplication on Linux (or *NIX in general) is different from its Windows counterpart. Due to a stricter process isolation, it is not possible to duplicate a socket from another process directly, even if the other process is owned by the same user. However, socket sharing is supported on Linux, but it requires cooperation between the two processes. Since ShadowMove assumes that the victim application is not cooperative, our solution is to force the victim application to cooperate by injecting code into its address space to set up the sharing of a socket with the ShadowMove process. To inject code into the victim application, we create a launcher that would run the victim application as a child process and then leverage ptrace to inject code, in the form of a shared library. Finally, we put the launcher version ahead of the original victim application in the command search path, such that the user would invoke our launcher when he/she intends to run the victim application.

We should note that the use of process injection can jeopardize the stealthiness of the ShadowMove attack on Linux, compared with ShadowMove on Windows. However, our Linux design still has a good chance of evading state-of-the-art defenses. We defer a detailed discussion to the evaluation (Section 5).

Sockrnet sharing on Linux. To share a socket, two processes first connect via a Unix domain socket, then the sender process invokes sendmsg and passes the socket descriptor in the input parameter, while the receiver invokes recvmsg and retrieves a (possibly different) socket descriptor from the output parameter. When a socket descriptor is passed this way, the underlying Linux kernel creates a new descriptor in the receiving process’ address space that refers to the same file table entry within the kernel as the descriptor that was sent by the sending process [54].

More specifically, there are four components for a ShadowMove attack on Linux, which are target process, shared
library, launcher, and ShadowMove (Figure 5).

The launcher injects a shared library into the target process by using ptrace [32,47], which has to attach to the target process first. The current Linux systems impose strict control over ptrace. Specifically, by default the Yama Linux Security Module (LSM) [3] only allows ptrace from a process with sudo privilege, or from a parent to a child process. We use the second option because for this we don’t need privilege escalation. Therefore, our launcher runs the target application as a child process and then attaches to the target process using ptrace. After that, it invokes __libc_dlopen_mode for loading the shared library into the target process. Our launcher is based on an open source project [30].

We developed a prototype of the shared library, whose constructor function (executed automatically when the library is loaded) enumerates open sockets in the target process. For each open socket, it makes a copy of that socket using dup method, connects to the ShadowMove process through a Unix domain socket, and shares the duplicated socket using that channel. If there is no open socket, it sleeps for a while and tries to find open sockets again. To avoid blocking the main thread of the target process, we create a new thread that is dedicated to socket duplication.

To make the victim user run our launcher inadvertently when he/she intends to run the target application, we give the launcher the same name as the target application and we ensure that our launcher is ahead of the target application in the command search path, which can be done by changing the PATH environment variable. To make the attack stealthier, we can avoid changing the PATH environment variable if any location on the current command search path is (1) writable by the victim user and (2) before the location of the target application: in that case we just need to copy our launcher in that writable location. Otherwise, we would create a folder that appears benign (e.g., /home/alice/ npm-packages/bin that can be used by a benign application called npm [8]), copy our launcher there, and add the new folder location to the PATH environment variable by adding export PATH=/path/of/the/launcher:$PATH into the victim user’s .bashrc.

For example, if ftp is the target application then the launcher will be named ftp. When the user tries to run FTP, the launcher will be executed and it will run the original FTP application as a child process.

3.4.4 The Race Between the Benign Application and the Attack

We should note that in the proposed attack, the socket is shared between the original client and the attacker, which can cause a race condition in receiving and sending data from the remote endpoint. The one who calls the recv function first will get the data from the input buffer and the one who calls send function first will send the data to the server. This may result in reading partial responses from the server or sending a garbled request to the server. To prevent such a possibility, attackers can simply pause the client process temporarily while they are sending/receiving data from the server and resume the client process afterwards. To suspend the client process, the attacker can pause all its threads by calling SuspendThread, and to resume the client process, the attacker can resume all its threads using ResumeThread.

3.5 Lateral Movement Planner (LMP)

The Lateral Movement Planner (LMP) can empower the adversary to coordinate attack actions on multiple victim systems that can optimize the attack effectiveness and stealthiness. For example, suppose the attacker in Figure 6 has compromised hosts A and B, which both connect to host C, but their individual connections are not sufficient for a lateral movement (e.g., A’s connection can only copy malware, and B’s connection can only execute malware). In this case, a coordinated plan that involves both A and B (e.g., A copies malware to C, then B remotely launches malware on C) would allow a lateral movement to C, thus making the attack more effective. For another example, if there exist multiple paths to the target system, a coordinated plan would allow the attacker to use the shortest path to send payload to / receive data from the target, thus making the attack stealthier. We assume that attackers look for a specific set of targets that can be recognized when they are reached.

We formulate the attack planning problem in Prolog. We uses the predicates in Table 2 to specify the current state of the compromised network: system and connected specify the reachable systems and their interconnections, and committed defines the action that has been performed on a system by a ShadowMove instance. For each protocol, we also use the capability predicate to specify the actions that attackers can do if they hijack the corresponding TCP connection.

Figure 6 illustrates an snapshot of system B’s (with IP address 10.10.10.50) ShadowMove knowledge base, which consists of a set of facts that represent a network with three compromised systems and one target. This knowledge base is constructed from the global view shared among all ShadowMove instances. LMP uses the following rules to determine whether a specific operation can be carried out on a remote system Y from a given system X.

---

Table 2: ShadowMove Predicates to Model Target Networks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predicate</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>system</td>
<td>system(ip_addr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>connected</td>
<td>connected(src_ip, dst_ip, service)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>committed</td>
<td>committed(src_ip, dst_ip, action)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>capability</td>
<td>capability(service, action)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10.10.10.30 to 10.10.10.100 via one of the ShadowMove instances, such as the one on system A. To obtain a list of target systems that system B can launch ShadowMove on, the ShadowMove instance on system C can execute the following query:

```prolog
findall(Target, commitExecuteOperation('10.10.10.50', Target), ExecuteList).
```

If the returned ExecuteList is not empty (e.g., ['10.10.10.100']), an instance of ShadowMove can be started on a new target system (e.g., 10.10.10.100). This is an illustration of lateral movement that requires coordination among different paths, which is only possible when a global view of the compromised network is available.

### 3.6 Lateral Movement Actuator

Lateral Movement Actuator (LMA) is a module manager containing several actuation modules. Each of these modules is responsible for handling one protocol such as TDS (Section 4.3). LMA can act both passively and actively. In the passive mode, the module only reads from a socket by passing MSG_PEEK flag to recv API call. In this way, the input buffer is not emptied, so the original process can read the content. In the active mode, the module reads from the socket without passing the MSG_PEEK flag; hence the recv call consumes the data in the input buffer. In this state, the module also writes to the socket output buffer to send crafted messages.

In some protocols, we need to learn a few secrets before being able to craft valid messages (e.g., shellID for WinRM in Section 4.4). In these scenarios, an actuator module starts in the passive mode, sniffing the receiving messages to learn such secret values. After learning all of such required data elements, the actuator module can switch itself to active mode and start communicating with the remote endpoint. It is worth noting that LMA module can only read incoming messages; it cannot read the outgoing messages as to the best of our knowledge there is no such API that allows one to read from the socket output buffer. In our current prototype, LMA has three actuation modules for FTP, MS SQL, and WinRM protocols. However, one can add a new protocol to LMA by implementing an interface called IPModule.

### 4 Prototypes for ShadowMove Actuators

We implement a prototype of the ShadowMove design on Windows in 2,501 lines of C/C++ code. The lateral movement planner is based on SWI-Prolog [14], a free implementation of the programming language Prolog. The prototype [16] showcases common functionalities such as connection detection, socket duplication, network view synchronization, and lateral movement planning; it also overcomes the challenges of actuation, i.e., how to make the injected packets conformant to...
the respective protocols and yet useful for lateral movement (such as uploading malware and launching malware), which is specific to individual application protocols.

In this section, we present three ShadowMove actuators that leverage FTP, MS SQL, and WinRM. The criteria for choosing these protocols is their lack of support for message origin integrity, as we discuss in Section 2.1. Specifically, FTP and Microsoft SQL have no origin integrity enforcement, and WinRM has inadequate origin integrity enforcement.

### 4.1 ShadowMove Instantiation

For each experiment, we first prepare a target environment that includes the victim applications, such as one machine running a FTP client and another machine running a FTP server. We configure the applications so that they run normally with their intended purposes. We launch ShadowMove PoC in the victim client machine. We observe that the PoC periodically detects candidate TCP connections to abuse once they are established (the victim client application does not have to start before the PoC), duplicates the corresponding sockets, and determines the protocol running over the TCP connections (e.g., FTP). The PoC periodically queries the lateral movement planner module (by presenting its current network view) and executes the actuator logic if the planner returns the target of the next move (e.g., using the FTP connection to copy the PoC to the FTP server). When the PoC is started on the server machine, we see that it detects active TCP connections (including the one with the client machine) and duplicates the corresponding sockets. We further observe that the PoC on the server exchanges “signal” messages with the PoC on the client successfully, and then they exchange their current network views. Upon doing that, the network views on both machines are updated. Some time later, lateral movement planner module is queried again to make the next decision based on the new network view.

The scenario described above is common to all three actuators presented in the rest of Section 4. Therefore, we omit such details in the description of individual actuators. A demo video of our ShadowMove PoC that leverages FTP and showcases the above scenario can be found at [16]. In this demo, we start ShadowMove PoC manually after it moves to the FTP server, but we can automatically start the PoC via WinRM, as demonstrated in Section 4.4.

### 4.2 FTPShadowMove: Hijacking FTP Sessions

We develop prototype systems that can hijack established FTP connections on Windows 10 and Ubuntu 18.04. They work under the default installation of ftp and do not require any elevated privileges. They allow an attacker to download and upload files to a remote FTP server without authentication.

In the FTP protocol, a client uses one TCP connection to send commands to a server and receive the corresponding responses from the server; this connection is called command channel. The client also uses another TCP connection to send or receive data such as file contents; this connection is called data channel. A client can open multiple data channels for a given command channel. Authentication is required only for establishing the command channel, which means a client does not need to re-authenticate itself for creating a new data channel. Attackers who have hijacked the command channel can send a request to the server to open a new data channel for themselves, thus avoiding any collision with the client contents that are being transferred on existing data channels. However, attackers still should adopt a strategy to prevent a race condition in the shared command channel. Note that one cannot detect the attack simply by monitoring the creation of new data channels because the legitimate client may open new data channels as well.

A FTP client can request for creating a new data channel in two ways: active FTP and passive FTP. In the active FTP, the client sends Port command to the server specifying the port that server needs to connect back to establish the connection. In the passive FTP, the client sends PASV command to server, asking the server to listen to a port that client can connect in order to create a new data channel. In a nutshell, the difference between these two modes is with respect to who initiates the new TCP connection: server in active mode, client in passive mode are supposed to connect to the port specified by client and server, respectively. In our prototype, we implemented the passive FTP for demonstration. However, active FTP can also be implemented with negligible effort.

In passive FTP, the client sends PASV command to the server, and the server responds back by giving the information about the endpoint, including IP address and port, that the client must connect to in order to create a new data channel. The PASV is documented in RFC-959.
With the executable on the SQL server, our prototype can further run it through a SQL statement.

Our SQL hijacking scheme requires several preconditions to work successfully: (1) the traffic is not encrypted, (2) there is a folder on the SQL server writable by the SQL server process, (3) the SQL client has successfully authenticated to the SQL server, and (4) the SQL client assumes a role that is allowed to create a table on the SQL server.

The above preconditions can often be satisfied. By default the Microsoft SQL traffic is not encrypted, and the %TEMP% folder is always writable by any process on the SQL server [33]. Moreover, the SQL server is almost stateless. The client and the server uses the TDS (Tabular Data Stream) Protocol [44] to communicate. Although several fields in the TDS header are designed for maintaining some states, they are optional or are not used by the current implementation. For example, the SPID field in the TDS packet header is the process ID on the server corresponding to the current connection. If this ID is strictly checked, the attacker has to somehow learn it before fabricating a rogue packet. Unfortunately, this field is not required, and a value of 0x0000 is acceptable by the server. Similarly, two more fields are defined but ignored: PacketID and Window.

There are several types of TDS packets. The most relevant type to our attack is the Batch Client Request type [45], whose payload can be a Unicode encoding of any SQL statement, and there is no checksum in the packet header. This makes it straightforward to capture a real Batch Client Request packet and then use it as a template to create new rogue requests by replacing the payload with new Unicode strings; in our case, such strings correspond to a series of SQL statements.

SQLShadowMove first detects a TCP connection created by the SQL client process and duplicates the corresponding socket. Then it uses the duplicated socket to send a series of Batch Client Request packets to the SQL server, and receives any response packets from the server. The payload of these Batch Client Request packets consists of SQL scripts that upload an executable file to the SQL server and execute it.

Specifically, the SQL scripts first create a table on the SQL server, then they insert chunks of bytes from the executable file into the table. Finally, they invoke the bcp command to export content of the table to a regular file on the server, thus restoring the original executable file. The pseudo code of the SQL scripts is shown in Figure 8.

With the executable on the SQL server, our prototype can further run it through a SQL statement.

- Create a table "BlobFileTable" that has a column with name "fileContent" and type varbinary(max).
- Add chunks of bytes from the source file into the table, e.g.,
  
  insert into BlobFileTable(fileContent) values (8x9EBEBB38408)

  More insert statements ...
- Invoke the "bcp" command to dump the content of BlobFileTable to a file on the SQL server
- Use xp_cmdshel to execute the dropped file.

Figure 8: SQL Scripts Used by SQLShadowMove
To experimentally confirm the feasibility of SQLShadowMove, we develop a simple Windows application (named notepad.exe) to represent a piece of “malware”. This application creates a file (named notepad.txt) in the same folder as the application executable and writes the current date and time into that file. Then we generate SQL scripts to upload the simple “malware” to %TEMP%\notepad.exe on the SQL server and run it. After we run the proof-of-concept of SQLShadowMove, we can visually confirm that first notepad.exe appears on the SQL server, and then notepad.txt appears and its content matches the time and date on the SQL server. A video clip of how SQLShadowMove works is available at [17].

Note that in order to run the bcp command or the executable file, xp_cmdshell has to be enabled on the SQL server. However, this is not a hurdle for our prototype because our SQL scripts enable xp_cmdshell before using it.

4.4 WinRMShadowMove: Remote Execution Based on WinRM

Windows Remote Management (WinRM) is a feature of Windows that allows administrators to remotely run management scripts [39]. We have confirmed that it is possible to hijack WinRM sessions to run malware on a remote machine. We assume that the remote machine is running the WinRM service and the malware has been uploaded to the remote machine and it just needs to be launched.

4.4.1 Brief Introduction to the WinRM protocol

WinRM protocol [39, 49, 60] uses HTTP to communicate with the remote server. To authenticate with remote machine WinRM has six authentication mechanisms: Basic, Digest, Kerberos, Negotiate, Certificate and CredSSP. By default, it uses Negotiate. A WinRM client first authenticates with the WinRM server. After authentication the WinRM client receives a shellID from the server, which is used in later communication. Besides shellID there are a few other IDs in every request message. The messageID is used to pair a response message with the corresponding request message, and in the response message, the request messageID is present as the “RelatesTo” field. Figure 9 illustrate the message exchanges during a WinRM session.

4.4.2 Experiment Setup

To prepare the environment for WinRM hijacking, we first set up WinRM for a normal application scenario on Windows 10, which includes enabling WinRM on both the server and the client, and adding the server as a trusted host on the client machine. Then we can use the commandline tool winrs on the client machine to run commands on the server.

However, ShadowMove does not work under the above default setting because WinRM traffic is encrypted by default. In order for our WinRMShadowMove PoC to work, an administrator has to configure the WinRM server to allow basic authentication and to allow transfer of unencrypted data. We should note that this kind of configuration is not rare because it can get WinRM to work quickly, and some third party WinRM client and libraries [1] require unencrypted payload to communicate with the WinRM server. We use this configuration in our experiment, and more details of the configuration can be found in the Appendix (Section A).

4.4.3 Hijacking WinRM

To demonstrate how WinRMShadowMove works, on the client machine, we run the commandline winrs -un -r:http://host_ip:5985 -u:user -p:pass cmd, which will create a new winrs process and open a command shell to the remote machine. The -un flag specifies that the request and response messages will not be encrypted. Concurrently in another terminal, we run WinRMShadowMove.

As the winrs process starts execution, it establishes a TCP connection to the WinRM server, which is captured by the Connection Detector. As a result, the Connection Detector notifies the Socket Duplicator, which finds and duplicates the socket inside the winrs process. WinRMShadowMove first runs in the passive mode (i.e., peeking into the incoming network packets through the duplicated socket) in order to learn the shellID from the server; then it switches to the active mode. Here we use the idea discussed in Section 3.6.

Because the WinRM server supports unencrypted payload, we can construct a plain text HTTP payload and send it to the server through the TCP socket. For this scheme to work, the constructed payload must appear legitimate to the server. After analyzing the HTTP request and response packets using Wireshark, we found that MessageID is unique for every payload and it is actually a UUID. Therefore, we use a UUID generator to generate messageID. Furthermore, we get the shellID from the authentication response message. Using these two IDs we can construct a payload to execute an executable file on the remote WinRM server.

To learn how to construct the payload, we leveraged an open source WinRM client called winrm4j [2] to communicate with a remote WinRM server, and we use the request packets generated by winrm4j as the template for our payload. Figure 10 shows the payload of an example WinRM request.
WinRM Server Whose IP Address is 192.168.56.101 which makes it less stealthy than its Windows counterpart which is essentially asking for all possible permissions on the system (e.g., by monitoring the runtime integrity of the code sections of benign applications, one can detect the effect of code injection [31]). Moreover, since our design may modify configuration of the system (e.g., the PATH environment variable and .bashrc), one could detect it by monitoring such changes.

However, despite these constraints, ShadowMove on Linux is still a viable attack.

Specifically, there are practical challenges to detect ShadowMove attacks on Linux. To the best of our knowledge, runtime code integrity monitoring for applications are not supported in current Linux distributions, and known monitoring tools require a hypervisor (e.g., [31]) or special hardware (e.g., [61]). Monitoring configuration changes to detect ShadowMove is also non-trivial because many benign applications (such as npm [8]) also make changes to both the PATH environment variable and .bashrc; a monitoring tool thus has to check precise conditions (most likely application specific) in order to avoid false alarms. As we mention in Section 3.4.3, we hide our launcher under seemingly benign paths (such as /home/alice/.npm-packages/bin), which further raises the bar for detection. This is corroborated by our experience with several popular host-based IDSes on Linux today: OSSEC [10], Osquery [12], and Wazuh [7], which fail to detect ShadowMove using their existing rules. Of course, one can add new rules to detect specific instances of ShadowMove, but the effort will be non-trivial.

At the network level, ShadowMove tunnels its messages through existing connections established by benign processes on both ends. In other words, it injects its messages within the streams of benign messages send by a benign client to a remote service. Hence, anomaly-based solutions that detect unusual new connections are oblivious to ShadowMove. Moreover, ShadowMove begins the lateral movements after the required authentication steps are performed by the client and the remote server. This means that ShadowMove operations do not entail any additional authentication attempts. As a result, those anomaly detection solutions that correlate user login activities with network connection activities such as [51] are ineffective.

5 Evaluation of ShadowMove Proof-of-concepts

5.1 Theoretical Evaluation

As we demonstrate in Section 5.2, ShadowMove cannot be detected by the current state-of-the-art lateral movement detectors. In this section, we discuss the underlying reasons that make such existing solutions ineffective in the detection of ShadowMove lateral movements.

At the host level, to perform lateral movements, our design of ShadowMove on Windows relies on a few API functions that are also commonly used by other benign processes. For example, as mentioned in [18], many processes on Windows call OpenProcess with PROCESS_ALL_ACCESS access flag, which is essentially asking for all possible permissions on the target process, including permission for duplicating its handles. Moreover, ShadowMove calls WSADuplicateSocket that also has legitimate use cases such as offloading sockets to child processes. Second, it is hard to trace back from a socket descriptor to all processes that have access to it, because only the process ID of the owner is recorded in a socket descriptor.

Our current design of ShadowMove on Linux requires stronger assumptions about the attacker because it relies on process injection to force victim applications to cooperate, which makes it less stealthy than its Windows counterpart (e.g., by monitoring the runtime integrity of the code sections of benign applications, one can detect the effect of code injection [31]). Moreover, since our design may modify configuration of the system (e.g., the PATH environment variable and .bashrc), one could detect it by monitoring such changes.

5.2 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we extensively evaluate ShadowMove in the presence of host and network-based defensive mechanisms that are typically found in enterprise environments. To be more specific, we test ShadowMove against emerging Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) systems, top-notch antivirus products, host-based IDSes, and network-based IDSes.

We evaluate ShadowMove in the presence of emerging Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) systems, namely CrowdStrike Falcon Prevent and Cisco AMP. EDRs are relevant to our evaluation because some EDRs (such as CrowdStrike Falcon [34]) are designed to detect lateral movements. We also evaluate ShadowMove in presence of host-based antivirus products: we choose the top four antivirus products ranked by [50] for our evaluation (McAfee, Norton, Webroot, and Bitdefender); we also choose Windows Defender because it is the default AV on Windows systems. Moreover, we choose the Snort IDS to evaluate ShadowMove against
network-based solutions (Snort rules V2.9.12 is used). Finally, for our ShadowMove design on Linux, we use three popular host-based IDSes (OSSEC [10], Osquery [12], and Wazuh [7]) to evaluate it.

Stealthiness against EDR and IDS solutions. We experimentally confirmed that ShadowMove PoCs can evade the detection of Strike Falcon Prevent, Cisco AMP, OSSEC, Osquery, Wazuh, and Snort (Windows and Linux). The detailed result is shown in Table 3. During the evaluation, we used the default detection rules provided by such tools. We also manually inspect these default rules to understand why they cannot detect ShadowMove. For example, the default Osquery rules do not mention ptrace or process injection at all.

Stealthiness against host-based antivirus products. We also experimentally confirmed that ShadowMove PoCs can evade the detection of the latest version of the above five AVs on Windows 10 (These AVs do not have Linux versions). The overall result is shown in Table 3.

Vendor feedback. We contacted Microsoft Security Response Center (MSRC) and a case (number 46036) was opened for our reported issue. On June 21, 2018, MSRC dismissed our reported issue as a vulnerability, stating that “this behavior is by-design ... because from a system security standpoint, one cannot duplicate a handle from a process without already having full control over it and at that point there are many other attacks possible.” This feedback from Microsoft engineering team confirmed that our attack is non-trivial to deal with because fully addressing it will require a re-design of the access control mechanism of handles in Windows. This also implies that techniques like ShadowMove will continue to help attackers on Windows in the foreseeable future.

Table 3: Effectiveness of Antivirus, IDS, and EDR Products against FTPShadowMove (F), SQLShadowMove (S), and WinRMSHadowMove (W) PoCs. N means "not detected" and – means "not applicable".

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Name/Version</th>
<th>Update</th>
<th>F/S/W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AV</td>
<td>McAfee/16.0</td>
<td>2/3/2019</td>
<td>N/N/N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AV</td>
<td>Norton/22.16.2.22</td>
<td>2/3/2019</td>
<td>N/N/N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AV</td>
<td>Webroot/9.0.24.37</td>
<td>2/3/2019</td>
<td>N/N/N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AV</td>
<td>Bitdefender/6.6.7.106</td>
<td>2/3/2019</td>
<td>N/N/N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AV</td>
<td>Windows Defender/4.18.1901.7</td>
<td>2/3/2019</td>
<td>N/N/N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIDS</td>
<td>Snort/2.9.12 (Windows and Linux)</td>
<td>2/7/2019</td>
<td>N/N/N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIDS</td>
<td>OSSEC/3.4.0 (Linux)</td>
<td>10/12/2019</td>
<td>N/N/N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIDS</td>
<td>Osquery/4.0.2 (Linux)</td>
<td>10/24/2019</td>
<td>N/N/N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIDS</td>
<td>Wazuh/3.10.2 (Linux)</td>
<td>10/24/2019</td>
<td>N/N/N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDR</td>
<td>Cisco AMP/6.1.5.10729</td>
<td>6/14/2018</td>
<td>N/N/N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDR</td>
<td>CrowdStrike Falcon Prevent/4.20.8305.0</td>
<td>2/11/2019</td>
<td>N/N/N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 Discussions and Future Work

Possible mitigation of ShadowMove. ShadowMove attacks can be mitigated by addressing the two fundamental weaknesses in existing computing environments (Section 2.1). One idea is to better isolate legitimate processes from potential attacker processes to prevent socket stealing. For example, we can make the legitimate processes as Protected (introduced in Vista) or Protected Process Light (introduced in Windows 8.1) processes, such that an unprotected process cannot open legitimate processes with PROCESS_DUP_HANDLE. However, this approach has limitations such as processes that have GUI cannot be protected [21] and the program file must be signed by Microsoft [27]. Another idea is to introduce strong origin integrity mechanisms in common enterprise computing protocols, like what SSL does. However, this may break many legacy applications.

Limitations of the current ShadowMove prototype. First, it has to find an unencrypted TCP channel because it is a user-level attack that cannot obtain secrets inside the victim process. Due to this limitation, ShadowMove cannot hijack connections for which user-level encryption is applied to the payload. One known way to hijack encrypted connections is to inject code into victim processes, which will be able to access plaintext messages [19]. Unfortunately, process injection would make ShadowMove more visible to existing detection tools (e.g., Windows Defender ATP [48]). Besides, presence of encryption may not always be a hurdle for ShadowMove: there are proposals to implement encryption service (such as TLS) in the kernel space [46], which will make the TLS session vulnerable to ShadowMove because unencrypted payload is sent to or received from the socket interface in systems that deploy such kernel-level services. Second, ShadowMove may not be able to get information such as the shellID in Section 4.4 from the receiving buffer if the legitimate client consumes the buffer first. However, attackers can simply retry and they need to succeed only once to achieve lateral movement. Third, our design of ShadowMove on Linux injects code into the target process’ address space in order to hijack its control flow, which jeopardizes ShadowMove’s stealthiness compared with its Windows counterpart.

Other attacks enabled by socket duplication. As discovered by Bui et al. [20], TCP communication among applications inside a machine (such as a browser and a backend password manager) is not totally secured. Therefore, our socket duplication technique can be used to intercept and steal sensitive data from such applications. Moreover, in this study we try to abuse mostly client-side sockets (although we also abuse server-side sockets to synchronize the network view, as described in Section 3.2). However, we can use the same technique to exploit server applications. For example, by duplicating sockets used by a server application, we can inject malicious data to mount a phishing attack against a client machine, hence providing an alternative implementation for the attack described in [23].
7 Related Work

Traditionally, attackers exploit vulnerabilities in network services, such as SMB or RDP, to laterally move across networks. However, due to the advances in defense mechanisms, finding such vulnerabilities and exploiting them successfully without being detected has become increasingly hard. As a result, attackers have shifted their attention to more fruitful approaches such as harvesting credentials from compromised systems and reusing them to do the lateral movement. In credential dumping approach [43], attackers retrieve plaintext account information including passwords from memory of processes such as LSASS. Several open source frameworks such as Mimikatz exist that can carve passwords from various locations in a system. Similarly, attacker can leverage SSH Agent Forwarding [29] for lateral movement, in which the attacker reuses saved SSH private keys in the memory to log into SSH server(s). However, this technique requires a number of special conditions, such as client and server(s) are configured to use public/private key pairs, the client runs a SSH key agent, the victim user has added private keys to the key agent, and the attacker knows the usernames associated with the private keys. Instead of retrieving the credentials, it is also possible to harvest and reuse security tokens, such as Kerberos TGT, Kerberos service ticket, and NTLM hash, to get access to other systems in a network. Many APT groups, including APT 19 and ATP 32, use such techniques to expand their access across the target networks.

Several approaches aim to detect credential reuse attacks. Siadati et al. [51] propose a machine learning framework that extracts normal users’ login patterns and identifies login attempts that deviate from such patterns as attacks that try to reuse learned credentials in a greedy way (i.e., testing all credentials on all reachable systems). Kent et al. [35] suggest that user authentication graphs be used to detect credential misuse in large-scale, enterprise networks.

The hijacking approach presented in this paper is different from traditional hijacking such as session hijacking in web applications and network-level TCP hijacking. Instead, what we propose is a host-level TCP hijacking by performing socket duplication. SSH-Jack [19] is a technique that injects code into the memory of a legitimate SSH client in order to establish a rogue SSH session via the SSH client, which is trusted by the SSH server. Unlike SSH-Jack, ShadowMove is application-agnostic in the sense that it does not need to know the internal implementation of clients in order to inject commands. ShadowMove is also protocol-agnostic and can be extended to support other protocols. In the current prototype, ShadowMove can handle FTP, WinRM, and TDS protocols.

SSH connection persistence (with options such as ControlMaster, ControlPath, and ControlPersist) [9, 13] is a SSH feature that can be abused for lateral movement. With SSH connection persistence, a master SSH client process goes through the normal authentication steps to establish a connection to a SSH server; then slave SSH clients can reuse this connection to access the server without repeating the authentication steps. Therefore, if the victim environment has a master SSH client running, an attacker can make a lateral movement to the SSH server by acting as a slave SSH client. However, this attack requires process cooperation: a SSH client must be configured to run as a master client, which is not common. Unfortunately, SSH master mode configuration does not require elevated privileges so an attacker can silently change the configuration and prepare a malicious binary that launches the original SSH client in the master mode, in a way similar to our design of ShadowMove on Linux (Section 3.4.3). We note that this lateral movement technique can overcome some limitations of ShadowMove because it can abuse SSH that employs payload encryption. Therefore, it is complementary to ShadowMove. Having said that, it is a specific technique that only works for SSH in a particular scenario, while ShadowMove is a general lateral movement technique.

ShadowMove can sniff traffic, but it is different from other traditional sniffing techniques: instead of eavesdropping on the network, ShadowMove sniffs traffic on the host; instead of capturing packets at the kernel level (like what WireShark does), ShadowMove sniffs traffic at the user level. Lateral movement usually involves privilege escalation or harvesting of additional credentials [22]. ShadowMove does not rely on either privilege escalation or credential harvesting, so it is a new type of lateral movement.

8 Conclusion

We propose the ShadowMove strategy that allows APT attackers to make stealthy lateral movements within an enterprise network. Built upon a novel socket duplication technique, ShadowMove leverages existing benign network connections and does not require any elevated privilege, new connections, extra authentication, or process injection. Therefore, it is capable of evading the detection of host- and network-level defensive mechanisms. To confirm the feasibility of our approach, we have developed a prototype of ShadowMove for modern versions of Windows and Linux OSes, which successfully abuses three common enterprise protocols (i.e., FTP, Microsoft SQL, and WinRM) for lateral movement, such as uploading malware to the next target machine and starting the malware execution on the next target. We describe the technical challenges in ShadowMove, such as how to generate network packets that fit in the context of an existing network connection. We also experimentally confirm that our prototype implementation is undetectable by state-of-the-art antivirus products, IDSes (such as Snort), and Endpoint Detection and Response systems. Our experience raises the bar for lateral movement detection in an enterprise environment and calls for innovative solutions.
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A Prepare the Environment for WinRM Hijacking

A.1 Server Configuration
First, we configure the WinRM server on the remote machine by following these steps.

Set the default WinRM configuration

```
winrm quickconfig
```

Run the following command to check whether a listener is running, and verify the default ports

```
winrm e winrm/config/listener
```

Run the following command to enable basic authentication

```
winrm set winrm/config/service/auth '@{Basic="true"}';
```

Run the following command to allow transfer of unencrypted data by the WinRM server

```
winrm set winrm/config/service '@{AllowUnencrypted="true"}';
```

If the WinRM host machine is in an external domain, run the following command to specify the trusted hosts

```
winrm set winrm/config/client '@{TrustedHosts="host1, host2, host3"}';
```

A.2 Client Configuration
Next, we configure the WinRM client by following these steps.

Run the following command to enable basic authentication

```
winrm set winrm/config/client/auth '@{Basic="true"}';
```

Run the following command to allow transfer of unencrypted data by the WinRM client

```
winrm set winrm/config/client '@{AllowUnencrypted="true"}';
```

If the WinRM host machine is in an external domain, run the following command to specify the trusted hosts

```
winrm set winrm/config/client '@{TrustedHosts="host1, host2, host3"}';
```